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Costa Natura apt. 94 

Costa Natura apt. 94 

Carretera de Cádiz 151 

29680 Estepona 

Phone:+34 952 80 80 65 

costanatura94@ziggo.nl 

Lat: 36.407298 

Long: -5.187250 

Recently renovated and newly 

furnished apartment on the top floor 

with lots of privacy on the terrace 

and excellent views towards 

Estepona port, the sea and Mount 

Bermeja. 

Luxury, modern and sunny apartment 

on the top floor with lots of privacy 

for those that want it. Offering 

breathtaking panoramic views of the 

sea and mountains from the terrace - 

but also overlooking the pool and the 

restaurant area. From the terrace you 

have a great view of the sunrise in 

the early morning. A wind-out sun 

awning makes it a perfect outdoor 

location on cooler evenings. You’ll 

have access to High-Speed Fibre 

Optic Wi-Fi for free. Bathroom with 

large walk-in shower and separate 

toilet. Good wardrobe capacity and 

storage for suitcases. Of course, an 

air conditioning and ceiling fan are 

not missing either. The apartment 

also features Apple TV and a Sonos 

audio system. No. 94 is well 

equipped, with revamped furniture. 

Enjoy, which is easy to do in 94! 

Costa Natura occupies a privileged 

position on the Estepona coastline. 

Its spectacular gardens and 

swimming pool merge with the sand 

of the beach. Situated within walking 

distance to Estepona Port. 

General 

Number of apartments: 1 

Number of accommodation with 

individual sanitary integrate (shower, 

washbasin, toilet): 1 

No rights can be derived from the data displayed here. The information on this 

page is largely from visitors. Do you see any errors or do you have additions, help 

others and pass it on to naturist.guide 
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WIFI / internet free 

Facilities 

Sauna 

Swimming pool 

Children's swimming pool 

Food & Drink 

Bar 

Activities 

Organized activities for adults 

Miscellaneous 

Dutch spoken 

English spoken 

German spoken 

Spanish spoken 

Singles welcome 
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